
PHYS 531 Supplemental Material 1.
In this first supplement we shall reiterate on the meaning of the idea of sum

over paths for the quantum description of a point particle.

Stationary Action Principle of Classical Mechanics
As you know in classical mechanics we have the notion of action functional.

For a given trajectory x(t) for a given particle of mass m in a potential V (x) it
is given to be

S[x(t)] =

∫
dt

[
1

2
m ˙x(t)

2
− V (x(t))

]
≡
∫
dt L(x(t), ˙x(t))

The notation of square brackets S[x(t)] indicates that the action dependends on
a fucntion of time and hence the name functional.

Nevertheless it is a real number associated with a trajectory. It has been
”found” that if we take a path xc(t) and arbitrarily perturb with a function
δ(x(t)) it as xc(t) + δ(x(t)) such that at the boundary values the variation
vanishes one has the following requirement

S[xc(t) + δx(t)]− S[xc(t)] = 0 to first order in δx(t)

gives the Newton equations of motion

mẍc = −V ′(xc)
This procedure is called the principle of stationary action.
Even if this observation comes with deep ideas of geometry it is nevertheless

not adding much on top of the program of Newtonian mechanics: to find the
trajectory of a system of point particles under prescribed interactions.

Also the Hamiltonian approach defined by the Hamiltonian

H(p, x) = p(̇x)−
[

1

2
mẋ2 − V (x)

]
along with the definition of canonical momentum

p ≡ ∂L(x(t), (̇x(t))

∂ ˙x(t)

is mainly another description albeit it has connections to canonical trans-
formations and symplectic geometry which again uses the notion of stationary
action.

Note about the minimization of energy as opposed to stationary
action: The principle of stationary action only does look like say the minimiza-
tion of the area of a bubble soap and furthermore the minimization of energy is
something a bit different.

Consider the classical motion of a particle under a potential V (x). If the
potential is entirely known there is nothing more to Newtonian mechanics than
to solve

mẍ = −V ′(x) = F (x)

But since the energy is a constant of motion -does not change in time- the
object
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p2

2m
+ V (x)

is constant. Now if on top of this one requires that a ”stable equilibrium”
solution exists given by xeq(t) = xo so that meaningful periodic solutions exists
around it one is led to the notion of the minima of the potential. This point is
defined as V ′(xo) = 0 and V ′′(xo) > 0.

So the somewhat misleading idea of ”the minimization of the energy” is not
necessarily a separate addition to the fundamentals of the Newtonian framework,
it is a separate assumption about the possible laws of physics describing the
forces -that they have a stable equilibrium point- which are to be appended to
the framework.

If the minimization of energy would be part of the Newtonian framework we
would only find particles at rest at the bottom of the potential minimum and
could not describe any other dynamical solution.

Stationary action and path integrals
The Path Integral Description of QM gives a more fundamental meaning to
the principle of stationary action if we consider both quantum mechanics and
classical mechanics

Remember we have found that the propagator

〈xf |e−iHt/~|xi〉

can be written as a path integral, the details of which we omit just now-
but we shall finalize next monday espescially we did not yet integrate all those
intermediate momenta we added in the study. Let us trust the following will
eventually turn out to be unambiguous∑

paths

exp

[
i
S(path)

~

]
I will assume -and show monday- that after the momentum integrals are

taken we end up with the S =
∫
dt L(x, ẋ) instead of S =

∫
dt (pẋ−L) form of

the action. This is surely another delicacy that enter in the game and is very
central to the non-abelian gauge theories defining the standart model of particle
physics.

Surely paths are defined to be those that satisfy x(0) = xi and x(t) = xf in
accordance with the boundary conditions of the problem.

Now the claim is that this approach to quantum mechanics makes us ”un-
derstand” the principle of stationary action for a classical system in a
way that was of course impossible within only classical mechanics.

There are two ways to approach this argumentation and they are essentially
related to the two possible limits ~ → 0 presumably giving us only classical
mechanics and ~→∞ presumably washing all the aspects of classical mechanics.
We did not do this approach in class but we can easily embed it in the discussion
we had.
• If ~→∞ it is fairly safe to say that whatever the system is all paths contribute
as eiS/~ → 1. That is to say all contribute in the same way or all are equally
likely etc etc...
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• If ~→ 0 the previous trend is surely not operative. The question now becomes:
Is there a path that gives the largest contribution to the sum? Or better can
we consistently make sense of this question in some other way? The answer is
yes and that the largest contribution comes from the paths that are very close
to the classical path.

To understand this let us define some nice notation -which of course you
should remember from classical mechanics

S[x(t)+δx(t)] = S[x(t)]+

∫
dt

δS

δx(t)
δx(t)+

1

2

∫
dtdt′

δ2S

δx(t)δx(t′)
δx(t)δx(t′)+· · ·

where the shorthand notation δS/δx stands for all the operations you have to
do -including integrations of surface terms and assuming δx to vanish at the
boundaries- in order to end up with δx factored in the integrand.

But the principle of least action tells us that δS/δx = 0 for the classical
solution defined by say xc(t). Thus contributions around this path comes first
in the form of

exp(iS(path = classical solution)/~)× (1 + zero× iO(δx) + higher orders)

This is surely not true for other paths since for a generic path variations
contribute at the first order

exp(iS(generic path)/~)×
(

1 + i
1

~

∫
dt
δS

δx
δx+ higher orders

)
So paths around the classical path contribute in the same way -to first order

in δx and if you factor that path out of the sum you will have a large number of
1’s to add. But paths around a generic path do contribute with phases already
at the first order and since we let ~ to zero they get scattered on the circle of
phases in a rather random way thus cancelling each other’s contributions.

Now of course ~ 6= 0 but the limits we have described can be mathematically
achieved by studying large and hence classical objects thereby making S/~ to
get large or studying small and hence quantum objects thereby making S/~ to
get small.

So to finalize consider a free particle of mass m that is observed to go from
xi to xf in a time T . We know the classical solution xc(t) = t∆x/T where
∆x = xf − xi. Now consider a class of other paths say xn(t) = tn∆x/Tn. And
study what we have done in class in the light of this supplemental material.
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